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Two theorems on harmonic manifolds

Y. Nikolayevsky*

Abstract. A Riemannian manifold is called harmonic, if for any point x it admits a nonconstant
harmonic function depending only on the distance to x. A.Lichnerowicz conjectured that any
harmonic manifold is two-point homogeneous. This conjecture is proved in dimension n < 4

and also for some classes of manifolds, but disproved in general, with the first counterexample
of dimension 7. We prove the Lichnerowicz Conjecture in dimension 5: a five-dimensional
harmonic manifold has constant sectional curvature. We also obtain a functional equation for
the volume density function 9(r) of a harmonic manifold and show that 9 (r) is an exponential
polynomial, a finite linear combination of the terms of the form Re(ce^rrm), with c, X complex
constants.

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000). 53C25.
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1. Introduction

A Riemannian manifold M is called harmonic if for any point x e M there exists

a nonconstant harmonic function defined on a punctured neighbourhood of x and

depending only on the distance to x. Equivalently, for any point x e M the volume

density function 6X ^det gtj (in normal coordinates centered at x) is radial, that is,

depends only on the distance to x; the mean (the scalar) curvature of a small geodesic
sphere depends only on its radius (see [2, Ch. 6; 1], [Ch. 2.6; 12] for other equivalent
definitions).

Two-point homogeneous spaces are harmonic. In 1944, Lichnerowicz conjectured

that the converse is true: any harmonic space is two-point homogeneous. This
conjecture is proved in dimension < 4 [15], for compact simply connected manifolds
and for Ricci-flat manifolds [13], [14], for negatively curved compact manifolds [3],
and also for some other classes of manifolds. However, in 1992, Damek and Ricci
discovered a class of harmonic non-compact spaces, which are, in general, not
symmetric, hence disproving the Lichnerowicz Conjecture [4]. For an account of results

on harmonic spaces and Damek-Ricci spaces we refer to [1], [14], [17].

*Work supported by the ARC grant S6005288.
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The lowest dimension of anon-symmetric Damek-Ricci space is 7, and one might
wonder if the Lichnerowicz Conjecture is true in dimension« 5, 6. A partial answer
is given by the following theorem:

Theorem 1. A Dve-dimensional harmonic space has constant curvature.

A similar result, under an assumption of pinched curvature, was obtained in [16].
On a harmonic manifold, the infinite sequence of algebraic conditions, the Ledger

formulae, on the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives must hold [2, Ch. 6

§C]. The first two of them are

Kic(X,X) TxRx C\\X\\2, Tx(Rx)2 H \\X\\\ (1)

where Rx is the Jacobi operator defined by RxY R(X, Y)X, and the functions C
and H are constant on the manifold. A Riemannian manifold satisfying (1) is called
2-stein (see, e.g. [6]).

Theorem 1 follows from Proposition 1 below and the fact that harmonic symmetric

spaces are two-point homogeneous [5], [9].

Proposition 1. A ove-dimensional 2-stein Riemannian manifold is either ofconstant
curvature or is locally homothetic to the symmetric space SU(3)/ SO(3) or to its

noncompact dual SL(3)/ SO(3).

One of the main ingredients of the proof of the Lichnerowich conjecture in the

compact simply-connected case [13] is the fact that the volume density function is

a trigonometric polynomial of a special structure. Moreover, the volume densities

of Damek-Ricci spaces (including non-compact ROSS's) are polynomials of cosh r
and sinh r. We prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2. The volume density function of a harmonic manifold is an exponential
polynomial: a unite linear combination of the terms of the form Re(c,eA'rrm'), with
Cj, Xf complex constants.

This gives apartial answer to the question asked in [14]: what functions may occur
as volume densities ofharmonic spaces? Note that, in general, nonisometric harmonic

spaces may have the same volume density function. However, in many cases, the

volume density function determines a harmonic space uniquely: a harmonic space
having the same volume density as that of one of the spaces Hn, CHn, MHn, is

isometric to it, provided it is Kahler or quaternionic Kahler in the last two cases,
respectively ([10]; the same is true under weaker assumptions: a manifold is Einstein
and has the same volume growth of geodesic balls as that of the corresponding model

space [7, Sec.8, 9]). A harmonic space with a polynomial volume growth is flat [12].
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Note that Theorem 2 combined with the approach of [11] gives an alternative proof
of the Lichnerowich conjecture in the compact case.

Theorem 2 will follow from the functional equation (2) below.
Let y(t) be a parameterized geodesic on a Riemannian manifold M, and denote

x y(0), T y(0), L T1 c TXM. For vectors X,Y e L, let Jx,r(t) be the

Jacobi field along y such that /x,y(0) X and VtJxj Y. Define the operator
ß(0 : £ —>¦ L by the formula Jo,Q(t)x{t) Jx,o{t) for t £ (0, fi), where t\ is

the distance to the first conjugate point on y. The operator Q(t) is symmetric, with
the asymptotic expansion t~l id/, —^tRj + o(f) at t 0, where Rj.L —>¦ L is

the Jacobi operator. Extending the density function 0(0 to negative values of f (by
setting 0(—0 — 1)" ^(0 for f > 0) we have the following proposition.

Proposition 2. On a harmonic manifold, for t, s e (0,

The restrictions imposed on the function 6{t) by (2) are quite strong, though
implicit. For instance, if for a given exponential polynomial 9(t) the equation (2)
has a unique solution Q{t), then the harmonic space with the density function 6{t)
is two-point homogeneous (if it exists):

Proposition 3. Let Mn be a harmonic manifold with the volume density function
6{t). Suppose that the equation {2)for a symmetric operator function Q{t): M.n~l —>¦

M""1 with an asymptotic expansion t~l idn_i +O(t) at 0 has a unique solution up
to a conjugation by a constant orthogonal transformation. Then Mn is two-point
homogeneous.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the proof of Proposition 1

using technical Proposition 4 (moved to Section 4) on the structure of algebraic
curvature tensors satisfying (1). The proof of Theorem 2 and Propositions 2 and 3

are contained in Section 3.

The author is thankful to Prof. L. Vanhecke and to Prof. A. Ranjan for many useful
comments and references.

2. Five-dimensional harmonic spaces. Proof of Proposition 1

We start with an algebraic description of the curvature tensor of a Riemannian manifold

M5 satisfying the first two Ledger formulae (1).
An algebraic curvature tensor in a Euclidean space is a (3,1) tensor having the

same symmetries as the curvature tensor of a Riemannian manifold. Given an or-
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thonormal basis {e,}, denote Rjjid {R(ei, ej)ek, e/) the components of the algebraic
curvature tensor R, and let k\j Rijij.

Proposition 4. Let R be an algebraic curvature tensor in M.5 satisfying (1). Then

there exists an orthonormal basis {e;} such that

f 12 f 13 ^23 ^24 K.M a-y,
K25 K35 a — 3y, /eis K45 a, K14 a — 4y,

^1234 Y, ^1235 v3y, i?l324 — Y, ^1325 v3y,
^1423 -2y, i?2425 ^3y, R3435 -V3y,

and all the other components of R vanish.

The proof of Proposition 4 (which is somewhat technically involved) is moved to
Section 4. In this section, we prove Proposition 1 assuming Proposition 4.

Let M5 be a Riemannian manifold with the curvature tensor given by (3). Then
C 4a — 6y, H (y)2 +9y2, and so a and y must be constant on M5. If y 0,

then the sectional curvature of M5 is constant as follows from (3).

Assume that y ^ 0. We want to show that M5 is locally homothetic to
SU(3)/SO(3) or to SL(3)/SO(3). To do that, we first prove that M5 is locally
symmetric using the second Bianchi identity, and then compare its curvature tensor
with that of SL (3)/SO (3).

Let co' be the 1 -forms dual to e;, and let \jrl, Q^ be the connection and the curvature
forms, respectively:

da} -ii) A coj, df) -f[ A ii) + Q'j,

ir) + iij 0, Q) -QJ \Rijkiook A J.

Introduce the 2-forms

<î> —ft)1 A ft)2 + ft)3 A ft)4 + V3 ft)3 A ft)5,

* =ft,2 a ft)4 + ft)1 Aft)3 - V3ft)2 Aft)5, (4)

r =4ft.1 a a.4 + 2ft.2 a«3,

and let H' ^(Q) — aco' A co}'). Since a and y are constant, the second Bianchi

identity dQ1- Q\ A irk. — ÇlK a ii\ implies

d H^. Elk A ii) - Ekj A iilk.
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The 2-forms H!. can be found from (3):

H3 -*, H2 -*, H2 V3>, (5)

ü4 — -1 ü3 — -21 ü5 — ü5 — U.

Differentiating H1 H4 gi + ^3 Hi _ H2 4 Hi + H H3 q we
get, respectively:

$ a (jjfz -\- V3^ — *!* a (i/fr + \3ijj~2 — Fa ijrc 0, (6)

$ A (i/fj — \3ijfA) -\- *!* A (i/fj + \3ijfA) -\- Y A i/fj 0, (7)

1 4 Z^" 13
*J* A (Ôi/fj — 3^4 + 5v3^5 + F A (| V^4 ~~ 3^3 + 2 ^5 ^- (10)

From (4) we obtain by a straightforward computation:

Lemma 1. If$/\x + x\</\y + Y/\z 0/or l-forms x, y, z,

x Izico — zaü) + (2zi — y2)a> —

y 2z2col + yi«?- + Z4C03 + 2z3co4 -
Z Z\ü)1 + Z2O2 + Z3CO3 + Z4CO4.

Equations (6, 7) and Lemma 1 imply that the co5 -components of ^5 and ^5 vanish.

Applying this and Lemma 1 to (8, 9) we find:

\jr5 a co — b co \jr5 b co + aco

fl-fl ^(aœl-bœA), f\ + fl ^(bœl+aœA).
(U)

Substituting ^5 and ^5 to (6, 7) and using Lemma 1 again we obtain

-2a«1 + cxa? + 2bco4 + 2<j3ba>5,

2e«1 + c\o? + 2a«4 - 2V3a«5,

-2e«1 + c2«3 - 2a«4 - 2V3a«5,

2a«1 - c2«2 -
Subtracting the third equation from the second one and substituting the expression
for ^2 + ^4 from (11) we find that a b c\ c2 0, and so

fel 0.
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It now follows from (10) that 2^| if\- Thus there exist 1-forms r, r\, a such that
the connection forms are

x/ri a, f\ 2a, f\ ^ 0.

Then we have 0 d{ifr\ + f\) -^ A i/r% + Sl\ - f\ A f\ + Q?4 S2\ + Q?4

y(E\ + H4) + «(ai1 A «2 + «3 A «4), and so a 0 by (5).
Then by (3) the nonzero components of the curvature tensor are

-y, ^1234 y, ^1235 V3y, ^1324 -y, Rim -y,
Ri325 V3y, Run -4y, ^1423 -2y, ^2323 -y, ^2424 -y, (13)

^2425 V3y, ^2525 -3y, Ä3434 -y, #3435 ~V3y, Ä3535 -3y.

Using (12, 13) we find that the covariant derivative of R given by

Rijki,hcoh dRijki - Rijksfi - Rijsifi - R

vanishes, and so the Riemannian space M5 is locally symmetric.
Consulting the list of symmetric spaces [8] we find that the only possible candidates

for M5 are SU(3)/SO(3),oritsnoncompactdual SL(3)/SO(3). This is indeed
the case: the tangent space m to SL(3)/ SO(3) at the origin can be identified with a

Lie triple system of 3 x 3 real traceless symmetric matrices. The inner product and

the curvature tensor are given by

{X, Y) Tr(XY), R(X, Y)Z -[[X, Y], Z], X,Y,Z e m.

Then, with respect to the orthonormal basis

the components of the curvature tensor of SL(3)/SO(3) are proportional to those

given by (13).

3. The volume density function and the matrix equation

In this section, we prove Theorem 2 and Propositions 2 and 3.
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Let y y (t) be a geodesic on a Riemannian manifold Mn, with t an arclength

parameter, y(0) x, y(0) T € TxMn. Let y(fi), fi > 0 be the first point
conjugate to x along y.

For every f g (0, fi) we define the operator Q(t) : L —* L, L TL putting
Q(t)X Z, if /o,z(O Jx,o{t), where /x,y is the Jacobi field along y such that

/x,y(0) X, J'X y (0) F, prime stands for the covariant derivative along y.
The operator Q{t) is symmetric. Indeed, for to G (0, fi) and X, Y g L, let

•A Jo,Q(to)x, h Jx,o, h Jo,Q(to)Y, h h,o be the corresponding Jacobi

fields. Denote U J\(to) hiU)), V h{to) Ja{U))- Since for any two Jacobi

fields / and / along a geodesic, the function (/', J) — (I, J') is constant, we obtain
at the point to :

(J[, V) - (j;, U) {J'2, V) - (J'A, U) 0,

(/(, V) - (f4, U) (Q{to)X, Y), (4, V) - {j;, U) -(Q{to)Y,X),

and the claim follows.
Fix an orientation on a neighbourhood of Y\(o,h) ¦ Choose orthonormal vector fields

{e\, e„_i, en y(t)} parallel along y and forming a positively oriented basis.

Denote R(t) (Rfj(t)), i, j 1, n — 1 the matrix of the Jacobi operator with
respect to the basis {e\, e„_i}. Let As (t) be an {n — 1) x {n — 1)-matrix satisfying
the Jacobi equation Äs(t) + R(t)As(t) 0 along y, with the initial conditions

As(s) 0, Às(s) /„-i, the identity matrix, and' d/dt. Denote 6s{t)
det As(t),s,t G R.

If the space Mn is harmonic, then for any choice of y and s, 9s{t) 6{t — s)

[2, Ch. 6]. The volume density function 0(0 is analytic and 6(-t) (-l)n-l6(t).

Proof ofProposition 2. Let A{t), B{t) be two matrix solutions of the Jacobi equation
such that A (0) 5(0) 0,i(0) 5(0) /„. Then the matrix ofthe operator Q(t)
is g(0 A"1(05(0,andwehaveAi(0 A(t)(Q(s)-Q(t))M(s),whereM(s)
(i(^)A-1(^)5(^) - B(s))-\ for s, t e (0, h). Indeed, the matrix A(t)(Q(s) -
Q{t))M{s) A(t)(Q(s)M(s)) - B(t)M(s) satisfies the Jacobi equation j^As{t) +
R{t)As{t) 0, it vanishes at t s, and ft(A(t)(Q(s) - Q(t))M(s))\t=s /„_i.
We have det(MA"1() det(A'iA"15 - A^)'1 1, since AlÀ - À1 A 0

and AlB - ÀlB -/„. Hence detM(s) 6(s), and so 6(s - t) det As{t)
6(t)6(s)det(Q(s)-Q(t)).

Remark 1. We can give another interpretation to (2). Denote Pto~. Ty(t)Mn --*
TxMn the parallel translation along y, and for every t G R define a linear map

F(0 : L 0 L -> L by F(t)(X, Y) PtoJxj(t). Denote co(t) a volume form on
F*(t)(L*). Then«(0isacurveontheGrassmannianG(n-l,2n-2) c A"(L0L)*,
and (2) has the form:

co(s)Aco(t)=6(t-s)*l (14)
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for ail t, s g R. The proof follows from the fact that

det (^ ffy detA(s)detA(t)det(Q(s) - Q(t)) 6(t - s),

by (2), with A and B as in the proof of Proposition 2.

One might compare (14) to the fact that for a Nice Embedding 4> of a harmonic
manifold [2], [13], [14], the equation <$(/(?)), $(y(s))) ®(t - s) holds, with
some function 0, along every geodesic y

Proof of Theorem 2. Let t, s g (0, t\). Multiplying (2) by 9{t)9{s) and expanding
the determinant on the left hand side, we obtain 6(t — s) J2a fa(t)ga(s), with
functions fa, ga being linear combinations of minors of the matrix Q multiplied by
9. Taking appropriate linear combinations, we can assume that both sets of functions

{/„} and {ga} are linearly independent over R. Let JV rk{/„} rk{g„}. We have

0 (d/dt + d/ds)6(t - s) J2a(fa(t)ga(s) + fa(t)ga(s)). So there exists an

N x N constant matrix C such that / Cf, g —C'g, where / (f\, /w)',
g (gi, gN)1 ¦ Thus f{t) eCtu, g{s) {e~Cs')tv for some constant vectors

u, v G WLN. Then 6(t - s) (f(t), g(s)) {eCtu, (e-CsYv} {ec{t~s)u, v), that

is, 9{x) (eCxu, v), with some constant matrix C and constant vectors u, v.

Remark 2. As it follows from the proof, the number of monomials of the exponential

polynomial 0 is not greater than ((2n") + 2")/2.

Proof ofProposition 3. Let y (t), y(t) be two geodesies on Mn. We equip all the

objects related to y{t) with the tilde. Construct the operators Q(t), Q{t) for y{t)
and y(t) respectively. By assumption, we can choose orthonormal bases at Ty(o)Mn
and T9(0)Mn suchthat Q(t) Q(t).

Introduce the matrices A and B as in the proofof Proposition 2. Then Q A~lB
and BlB — BlB 0, A1 B — A1 B —I, and a direct computation shows that

It follows that B{t) V{t)B{t) with V{t) an orthogonal matrix function. Since

BlB - BlB BlB -BlB 0, the matrix V(t) must be constant. Thus R(t)
VR(t)V~l for some constant orthogonal matrix V.

So, for any two geodesies y{t) and y(t), we can choose parallel orthonormal
bases such that R(t) R(t). In particular, for any point x G Mn and unit vectors

X, Y g TxMn, the operators (ÇVXR)(X, .)X){X± and (ÇVYR)(Y,. )Y){Y± are

equal, up to an orthogonal conjugation. By [14, Lemma 1.1] applied to the operator
((VXR)(X, )X)lx±, we get VR 0 and the claim follows.

Example 1. If M" is two-point homogeneous, then the operator Q(t) is diagonaliz-
able, with diagonal entries of the form X cot{Xt), X coth(Ai) or t~l depending on the

curvature.
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Example 2. In this example, we use the results and notation of [1, Ch. 4].
Let M4n+3 =n©3©abea Damek-Ricci space with dim 3 2, and let y (t) be a

generic geodesic starting at the origin. Identifying tangent spaces Ty(t)M along y (t)
via left translation, we have y (t) V(t) + Y(t) + s(t)A,withV V(0), 7(0) Y,

s(0) s nonzero, and Ty(t)M 54 © p © q. This decomposition is orthogonal, with
subspaces 54, p and q being R(t)-invariant and parallel along y, since y{t) e 54 and

the two-dimensional subspace b Span(V(f), Jy(t)V(t)) does not depend on t.
Now 54 is tangent to a totally geodesic CH2 c M, and R(t)\p — \ id|P. Hence

Q{t) is diagonalizable on the 4n — 1-dimensional space (54 © p) fl yit)^, with
diagonal entries coth(f) of multiplicity one and \ coth(f/2) of multiplicity 4n — 2.

The behavior of Q{t) is more complicated on the three-dimensional space q.

First find six Jacobi fields along y lying in q. Denote a s + i \\ Y\\ and introduce a

complex function cf>{t) a sinh(f/2) — cosh(f/2) and a real function f{t) cfxf)

(^sinh(f/2) -cosh(f/2))2+ ||7||2sinh2(f/2) (note that/(f) \/h{t), the function
h{t) defined in 4.1.11 of [1]). Let X e 3 be a unit vector orthogonal to Y. Then the

vector field f(t)X is Jacobi, which can be checked directly.
Taking this into account we can rewrite the Jacobi equation for a vector field

U(t) + g(t)X c q as follows:

Ü - JmÙ + 4jh{t)U - \d + \\Y(t)\\2)U + jJxV(t) 0,

8f-fg + f(JxU,V(t)) c

for some constant c. Denote W(t) JxU(t), J HFCOir1^«- Then w({) is

in b, and / : b --* b is a skew-symmetric orthogonal operator. Introduce complex
valued functions u>(f) ((W(t), V) + i(W(0, /V))/||V||, v(t) ((V(t), V) +
i(V(t), /V))/||y||. The Jacobi equation now has the form

w - iWYWf-'w - 1(1 + ||F||2/-2 - 2f II7II//-2)«; - c/"1« 0,

gf ~ fg + /Re(wu) c,

and its general solution is given by

u; /(r1cosh(f/2)Re((aa"1g 2A||y|r1cosh(f/2)Re((a-a"1)0) - 2||V|| cosh(f/2) Re(C(f>/a)

-2||V||/cosh(f/2)((l - 22with constants A g R, B, C g C and c -2A||7||2/||y||. This gives explicit
formulae for Jacobi fields.

The matrix of the operator ß(O|q m the orthonormal basis e\ JxV/\\V\\,
e2 -JXJV/\\V\\,e3 X has the form fit)'3 (Vit)1 Q(t)V(t)), where Q(t) is a
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3x3 symmetric matrix with entries

On (||V||2tanh(?/2) + coth(f/2))/2, Qn 0, Ô22 2coth(f/2),

Ô13 -||V||tanh(f/2)((l - ||V||2)sinh(?/2) - jcosh(f/2)),

Ô23 ll^ll ||V||sinh(f/2)/2, Ô33
2

and

is sinh(?/2) - cosh(?/2) ||7|| sinh(?/2)

V(t) -||7||sinh(f/2) s sinh(?/2) - cosh(f/2) 0

V 0 0

So the matrix equation (2), with the function 6(t) =4 sinh2(f/2) sinh(f), has a

continuous family of solutions of the form given above.

4. Proof of Proposition 4

We prove Proposition 4 by explicitly solving the equations (1), the first two Ledger
conditions. First, in Lemma 2, we construct a specific orthonormal basis for IR5,

in which the algebraic curvature tensor R has a simple structure. Then, with some

computations, we find that R have the required form (3). Note that the constant
curvature tensor is a particular case of (3), when y 0.

For an orthonormal basis {e;} for M5, denote Rijm (R(ei, ej)ek, e;> the
components of the algebraic curvature tensor. Let k{o) be the sectional curvature of a

two-plane a, in particular, denote k\j kj\ Rijij the sectional curvature of the

two-plane spanned by vectors e,, ej. It will be convenient to set k\\ 0.

The equations (1) have the following form [2, equation (6.50)]:

Rie?; EP Ripjp C Sij, 1 < i, j < 5 (15)

Symî/H(EM RipJqRkpiq) H $ymîm(8ij8ki), 1 < i, j, k,l<5, (16)

where 8jj is the Kronecker delta, all the summations are from 1 to 5, and Sym denotes

the sum by all permutations of the subscripts i, j, k, I. Expanding the equation (16)

we find

J2pqRfpiq=H, (17)

12pq RipiqR'ipjq 0, (18)

2_,pq\K-ipiq Kjpjq ' ^ivjo ' ^ipjq^jpiq) "> v-'--'/

12pq(RipiqRjpkq + RipjqRipkq + RipJqRkpiq) 0» (20)

0, (21)
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where i, j,k,l are pairwise nonequal.
We will use the following index convention throughout this section:

1 < i, j, k, I, p, q < 5, 2 < a, b, c, d, f, g < 5,

unless the bounds are explicitly indicated.
The sectional curvature k k {a is a differentiable function on the Grassmannian

G(2, 5) of two-planes in M.5. We call a two-plane a el5 critical if it is a critical
point for k. It is easy to see that a Span(t/, V), U, V G M.5 is critical if and only
if R(U, V, U, W) R(U,V, V, W) 0 for any W G aL.

Lemma 2. There exists an orthonormal basis {ei}for M5 such that every two-plane
Span(ei, ea) is critical, or equivalently

Rlalb Rlaba 0, b£l,a. (22)

Proof. To construct the required basis we take a critical two-plane a and choose an

orthonormal basis e\, e2 in it. Then the subspace L a1- is an invariant subspace

of the Jacobi operator Rei. Choosing ej,, e$, e$ to be orthonormal eigenvectors of the

restriction of Rei to L we obtain

Rnia Rna2 Riaib 0, 2<a^b<5. (23)

Then using (15, 16) we show that the basis e\, e2 in a can be chosen in such a

way that all the remaining components Riaba 0, a ^ b also vanish, so that (22) is

satisfied.

From (15) Ricia Ric2fl 0 for a 3,4,5, and Rici2 0. Using (23) we find

i?1434 + i?1535 ^1343 + ^1545 ^1353 + ^1454 0,

^2434 + #2535 #2343 + #2545 #2353 + #2454 0, (24)

#1323 + #1424 + #1525 0.

Let X\, À2, X3 be the eigenvalues of Rei\L corresponding to the eigenvectors e^,

e4, es, respectively. Then R\aib ^-a-2&ab, a,b 3, 4, 5, and (18) with i 1,

j =3,4,5,2 gives, respectively,

0,

0.

The equations (23, 24, 25) do not yet imply (22): we need to choose a specific
basis ei, e2 in ct.

For a fixed orthonormal basis E\, £2 in ex, let X(<f>) costfiEi + sin<pE2,
4> G [0, In). Since the two-plane a is critical, both X{<fi) and X(4> + n/2) are
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eigenvectors of the Jacobi operator Rx{<t>), with eigenvalues 0 and ic(cr), respectively.
Therefore, their span a and its orthogonal complement L are invariant subspaces of
Rx{<p), for any 0. Hence we can define a symmetric operator M(0) : L —>¦ L, the

restriction of Rx{<t>) to L. It then follows from (1) that for all 0 £ [0. 2tt)

TrM(0) =C C-k(ct), TrM2(0) H H - k{o)2 (26)

Explicitly, for [/ G L

M((p)U cos2<pRElU + sin20 #Ë2C/

We have several cases depending on the eigenvalues of M(0).

Case 1. TAere exists 0 such that all the eigenvalues ofM(4>) are equal. Then by (26),
C2 3H and so the operator M(0) is scalar: M(0) \C\àL. By (27), for all

U G L, fl(£1( t/, £2, [/) 0, since Ä£lf7 M(0)t/ ± Cf/ and REïU
M(n/2)U | CU. It follows that for e\ E\, e2 £2 and any orthonormal
vectors ej, 64, e$ G L, R\a2a 0 when a 3, 4, 5.

Introduce a linear operator^: L -> LbyNU R(Y, V)EuwhereY, U,V g L
and C/ F x V, the cross product in the three-dimensional space L. The operator
./V is well-defined and symmetric. Indeed, let Y and Z be two orthonormal vectors
in L and U Y x Z. Then Z (/xf, 7 Z x C/ and so (ATZ, 7> - (JVy, Z)
R(U, Y, Ei,Y) + R(U, Z, Ei,Z)= Ric(U, £1) 0.

Let e3, e4, es G L be orthonormal eigenvectors of the operator AT. Then i?iaja
{N(eb x efl), efl> 0 for all 3 < a £ b < 5.

Combining this with (23) we find that (22) is satisfied, hence all the two-planes
Span(ei, ea) are critical.

Since the operator M{<fi) is symmetric and analytic, its eigenvalues are
analytic functions of 4>. If X{4>) is an eigenvalue of M{cf>), which is simple at cfr

00, then the corresponding unit eigenvector U(4>) is also analytic in a neighbourhood

of 0o, andV(0o) ^<M(0)C/(0), U(0))l<t>=<t>0 <M'(0o)£/(&>), U(<h)) +

We call 0o a critical angle if it is critical for the function det
Modulo Case 1, one of the following two cases may occur.

Case 2. There exists a critical angle 0o such that A.i(0o), ^2(^0), ^.3(^0) arepairwise
nonequal. From (26) we have

(à1(0)+à2(0)+à3(0))/ (à2(0)+à2(0)+à2(0))/ (ki(4>)k2(4>)k3(4>))^=^= 0.

This gives a system of linear equations for X-(0o), which implies X-(0o) 0, since

X,(0o) are pairwise nonequal. Then (M'(<fo)Ui, U;} 0, where C/, is a unit
eigenvector of M(0o) corresponding to the eigenvalue À, (4>o), i 1,2,3.
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Define ex X(<f)0), e2 X((f>o+7t/2) and e!+2 Uu i 1, 2, 3. Then by (27)
Riaia \{M'{fo)ea, ea) 0 for a 3, 4, 5.

Also, #1434 #1535 #1545 #1343 #1353 #1454 0 by (24, 25).
Thus all the equations (22) are satisfied.

Case 3. For any critical angle 4>q, two of the three eigenvalues X; (4>q) are equal. Let
0o be a critical angle, and let the eigenvalues k\ A., (</>o) be labelled in such a way
that A. i ^ A2 A.3.

Choose e\ X(4>q), e2 X(4>q + tt/2), and ej, e$, e$ orthonormal eigenvectors
of M(0o), with e3 corresponding to X\ {e$, e$ can be chosen up to a rotation in the

À.2-eigenspace of M(4>q)).
As in Case 2, we find A/^o) 0. Then by (27) #i323 ^(M'^o)^, e3) 0.

From the equations (24, 25) we obtain #1343 #1353 #1545 #1454 0.

Combining this with (23) we find that the two-plane a' Span(ei, ej,) must be

critical, while the two-planes Span(ei, e$) and Span(ei, e$) are critical if #1424

#1434 0 and #1525 #1535 0, respectively.
From (26), A.i + 2A2 C, k\ + 2A^ H. So for every critical angle <fo, the

eigenvalues of M(<f>0) are {X\, A.|, k\}, e ±, where A.f j(C =f ^6H -2C2),
xf \{2C ± V6H - 2C2). They correspond to the global extrema of det

subject to equations (26).
We have two possibilities:

(1) the operator M (0) has the same set ofeigenvalues (say xf, A^~, A^~) for all critical
angles 4>;

(2) there exist two critical angles, 4>+ and 4>~ such that the eigenvalues of M(4>e) are

A.J, A.|, A.|, e ±, respectively.

Consider them separately.

(1) The only critical values of the function detM(0) are A]*~(A^)2, the global
maxima. Then detM(0) is constant and the eigenvalues of M{cf>) are also constant:
A+, A+, A+. It follows that the operator M(<f>) : L -+ L defined by M(<f>) M(4>) -
X2 id/, has eigenvalues Xf — X^, 0, 0 for all 4>, and in particular, rk M{<fi) 1. By
(27), the matrix of M(0) in the basis {e;} has the form

M((p)ab (Xf - X2h)8a38b3 COS2 (p

+ {R\a2b + R\b2a) cos (f> sin 0 + (#2fl26 - A^<5flj) sin2 0,

where 3 < a, b < 5. Equating the coefficients of cos3 (p sin</> in 2 x 2-minors to

zero, we find
#1424 #1425 + #1524 #1525 0. (28)

It remains to show that #1434 #1535 0. The equations (28) are still true, if we
replace the vectors e$, e$ by e^(a) cos ae^ + sin ae=,, e=,(a) — sin a 04+cos aes
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lying in the À^-eigenspace of the operator M(4>q). Then R(e\, e${a), ej, e${a))
cos2a R1434 + sin 2a (R1435 + /?i534)/2, and we can choose a in such a way
that R{e\, e^{a), e^, e^{a)) 0. From the first equation of (24) it follows that

R(e\, es(a), e$, es (a)) 0. Hence e\, ei, ei, e^ict), es (a) is the sought basis.

(2) Since all the other possibilities are already considered, we can assume that for
any initial choice of a critical two-plane a, there exist two critical angles, 4>+ and 4>~

such that the eigenvalues of the operator M{cf>e) are k\, kf2, k\, e ±, respectively.

From the above, we know that ife\ is a unit eigenvector ofM (4>e corresponding to
the eigenvalue k\, then both two-planes ae Span(X(0e), e\), e ±, are critical.

Moreover, from (26) k\ + 2k\ C, (k\)2 + 2(À|)2 H and so kf + k~ \C
|(C - k{o)). Since k\ {M(<f)e)ee3, e\) R(X((f>e), e\, X((f>e), e\) k{o€), we
find that for every critical two-plane a there exist two critical two-planes, a + ,a~
crossing a by aline and suchthat ic(a + + k(u |(C — ic(cr)).

We say that two critical two-planes (cti, a^), with sectional curvatures k{o\)
x, k(o'i) y, form a critical pair, if they intersect by a line, and for a unit vector X
on that line, the eigenvalues of the operator (Rx)\x1- are x> 3% z, z.

For any critical two-plane a, the pairs (a, a+) and (a, a are critical with
sectional curvatures (ic(cr), kf) and (ic(cr), kl), respectively. Moreover, for any critical
pair (cti, 02) with sectional curvatures (x,y), there exists another critical pair with
sectional curvatures (x, y), where y |(C — x) — y. Indeed, choose an orthonormal

basis for M.5 in such a way that o\ Span(ei, ei), 02 Span(ei, ej).
Denote x /c(cti), y k(<J2), z, z the eigenvalues of the operator (Rei),e±. For

every cfr, the subspace L ctj1 is an invariant subspace of the Jacobi operator
Rx(4>), with X(cf)) cos^ei + sin0e2- Define the operator M{<fi): L --* L by
M{4>) (Rx(4>))\l- Since Tr M{cf>) and TrM2(</>) are constant and the eigenvalues

of M(0) {Rei)\L are y, z, z, the function det M{4>) has aglobal extremum at cf> 0,
and so the angle 0 0 must be critical for det M((/>). Then there exists another critical

angle (j> such that the eigenvalues of M(<j>) are y, z, z, with y + y |(C — x).
Moreover, for a unit eigenvector 63 of M((j>) corresponding to the eigenvalue y, the

two-plane s Span(X(0), êj) is critical. This gives another critical pair (cti, à),
with sectional curvatures (x, |(C — x) — y).

If (cti CT2 is a critical pair with sectional curvatures (x,y), then the pair (ct2 o\ is

also critical, with sectional curvatures (y, x). It follows that starting with a critical pair
with sectional curvatures (x, y) we can successively construct a critical pair with
sectional curvatures (x, y),y |(C—x)—y,thenacriticalpairwithsectional curvatures

(y, x), then a critical pair with sectional curvatures (y,x),x | (C — y) — x, and

finally a critical pair with sectional curvatures (x, y) (—§x + |;y+|C, |C — |x — y).

If (cti CT2) is a critical pair and X is a unit vector in cti n CT2, then the numbers x,
y, z, z, the eigenvalues of (Rx)\x±, must satisfy the equations x + y + 2z C,
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x2 + y2 + 2z2 H by (1). So the point (x, y) lies on the ellipse

3x2 + 3y2 + 2xy - 2C(x + y) + (C2 - 2H) 0, (29)

in the xy-plane, and for some angle tp we have

x 4~C (cos if + V2sin i/r) + j, y 4~C (cos ^ — V2sin i/0 + ^.

The transformation (x, y) —>¦ (x, y) —|x + |y + |C, |C — |x — y) corresponds

to the shift i/r —>¦ i/r + a, with e'" —| + ^j> j. This number is not a root of 1.

Indeed, for any m G N, emia 9"m(-am + Jlbmi), with am ee èm ee 1 (mod 3),
which can be easily proved by induction. So the set of pairs (x, y), the sectional
curvatures of critical pairs of two-planes, is dense on the ellipse (29). Then by
compactness, for any two numbers (x, y) satisfying (29) there exists a critical pair
having sectional curvatures (x, y). In particular, there exists a critical pair (cti, o^)
with x /c(cri) ^C it ^Vl2// — 3C2. Then, for a unit vector X G cri n ct2, the

operator (Rx)\a± has an eigenvalue with multiplicity three, and we come to Case 1

with a o\.

From now on, we fix the basis {e;} constructed in Lemma 2. In this basis, the

equations (22) hold, and we also have a symmetry with respect to permutations of

Introduce two 4 x 4-matrices, T (tß) and P (Pab) with entries

{a 0, t£ R\cbd + R\dbc, Paa 0, Pab Racad,

where {a, b, c, d] {2, 3, 4, 5}. We have, for any a,

E5/=2 tf 0 (30)

from the symmetries of the curvature tensor. Moreover, Pab + Pba RicC(i 0 by
(15), so P is skew-symmetric.

Lemma 3. IfT 0, then the sectional curvature is constant.

Proof. Let T 0. Then R\abc 0 for all a, b, c > 2. Indeed, if a c this follows
from (22). For a, b, c pairwise nonequal, we have R\abc \(td — tdc by the first
Bianchi identity.

From R\abc 0,a,b,c > 2 and (22) we find that the equations (17) with i 1

and (19) with i 1, j a have the form

E/=2 «If H> Y.f£a «If«"/ + «\a

respectively. Summing up the second equation by a from 2 to 5 and using the first
equation and the fact that J2i=i Kij ^cjj C we obtain C2 AH.
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It follows from (1) that for any X e M.5, (Tr Rx)2 4Tr(/?|). Hence (Rx)lx±.

j\\X\\2idlxi, that is, R(X, U)X j\\X\\2U when U ± X, and so the sectional

curvature is constant.

Lemma 4. i?2345 ^2453 ^2534 0.

Proof. Using (22) we obtain from (18) with j 1, i a > 1:

£5/=2/V/=0. (31)

The equation (20) with y 1, i a, k b takes the form

Pabtb-Pbdta-Pbcta+ta(Racbd + Radbc)=O, {a, b, C, d} {2,3, 4, 5}. (32)

Introduce the numbers [i\ as follows:

MO ^2354 + ^2453» Ml ^3254 + ^3452» M2 ^4352 + ^4253-

We have Racbd + Radbc ß\a+b-7\ with {a, b, c, d} {2, 3, 4, 5}, and yu.o + yu-i +
yu-2 0. Since P^b t% 0, both (31) and (32) can be written in the form

E5/=2 Pbftl Pabtl + ß\a+b-i\tba, a,b>2. (33)

Taking the sum by a from 2 to 5 and applying (30) on the left hand side and (31) on
the right hand side we come to ^Za=2 ß\a+b-7\ta 0, for all b > 2. Using (30) and

the fact that t% 0, we solve for ta getting

ta qb(ß\b+d-7\ ~ ß\b+c-7\) 3 qbRbacd (34)

for some numbers q2, q3, q4, q5, where the permutation (b, a, c, d) --* (2, 3, 4, 5) is

even (the last equation follows from fx\b+ci-7\ Rbadc + Rbcda and the first Bianchi
identity).

Interchange a and b in (33) and subtract (31). Since t£ 0 and the matrix P is

skew-symmetric, we get Pac(^ - tca) + Pad(^ - t%) ß\a+b-7\t£, with the indices

c, d chosen in such a way that the permutation (b, a, c, d) —> (2, 3, 4, 5) is even.

Substituting (34) we obtain 3Pacqc(Rcbad - Rcadb) + 3Padqd(Rdbca - Rdabc)

ß\a+b-7\t£¦ But Rcbad ~ Rcadb —Rbcad ~ Rbdac —ß\a+b-7\, Rdbca ~ Rdabc

Racbd + Radbc ß\a+b-7\, and SO

(3Pacqc — 3Padqd + t^)/i.|a_|_j,_7| 0, (b, a, c, d) an even permutation.

Nowif/i.|fl+j_7|(= /i.|c+rf_7|) ^ 0, then

tah 3Padqd - 3Pacqc, tba 3Pbcqc - 3Pbdqd,

fd 3Pcbqb - 3Pcaqa, td 3Pdaqa - 3Pdbqb,
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with the last three equations obtained by replacing the pair (a, b) by (b, a), (c, d),
(d, c), respectively, and taking into account the evenness oi{b,a,c,d). Multiplying
these equations by qa, qb, qc, qd, respectively, and adding up, we get qat£ + qhtha +
qctcd + qdtd 0, since P is skew-symmetric. By (34) this implies

(,(,qa)2 + (qbf + (qCf + (qd)2) Rbacd 0.

If Rbacd 7^ 0, then T 0 by (34) and the claim follows from Lemma 3. Assuming

I / Owe get that for any pair a ^ b from {2, 3, 4, 5} either Racbd + Radbc

/j,\a+b-7\ 0, or Rbacd 0. From this and the first Bianchi identity we obtain
#2345 #2453 #2534 0.

Using the result of Lemma 4, the equations (22) and the definition of the t%'s and

Pab s we can simplify some of the equations (17)—(21): the equations (17) with i 1,

(17) with i a, (19) with i 1, j a, (19) with i a, j b, (18) with i c,

j b, and (20) with i 1, j a,k b have the following form, respectively:

+ 2EfP^f H, (36)

*\a + E/fe7)2 H, (37)

E/<g Pjg + ^P2cd ~ Pab) + If*)2 + (tCd)2 H, (38)

Pad {Kac -ICcd)- PadPbd ~ Pea Pba 0, (39)

Peddle-«Id) +PÏ=0, (40)

where {a, b, c, d} {2, 3, 4, 5}.

Lemma 5. If P 0, then the sectional curvature is constant.

Proof. From (40) we get tpba 0 for all a, b > 2. This, together with (30), implies
that at least for one value of a, 11 0 for all b. Without loss of generality, assume

that t\ tj tj 0.

Summing up (38) by b ^ a and adding (37) we obtain

where {c,d} {2,3,4,5}\{a,b}. Now by (15) E, % C, so the first term on the

left hand side equals C2. The sum of the two remaining terms is Eg E/^a (fg )2

E/,g(^)2 " Eg(^)2- Therefore we obtain

The right hand side does not depend on a. However, for a 2, the left hand side

vanishes. Hence 7 0 and it remains to apply Lemma 3.
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From now on we assume that at least one of the Pab's is nonzero.

Using (22) and Lemma 4 we simplify (18) with i b, j 1 and (20) with i a,

j 1, k b to the form

ë j; ï=O, (41)

Pabtt ~ Pbctca - Pbdtda 0, (42)

respectively, where {a, b, c, d} {2, 3, 4, 5}. Adding (41) and (42) we obtain

Pcb(tca - fh) + Pdb(tda - 4) 0. (43)

Interchanging a ob, (a, b) *> (c, d) and (a, b) *> (d, c) we get, respectively:

So either PcbPda - PcaPdb 0, or fa tcb, tda td, tac tad, tb tb.

Up to a sign, there are three minors of the form PcbPda — PcaPdb in the matrix
P, depending on the choice of the pair {a, b) c {2, 3, 4, 5}.

If at least two of them are nonzero, then tca t£ td for all {a,b, c, d}
{2, 3, 4, 5} and so T 0 by (30). The proof is then completed with Lemma 3.

Let precisely one of the three minors PcbPda — PcaPdb be nonzero, say
^23^54 - ^24^53 ^23^45 " ^25^43 0 and P34P25 - P24P35 Ï 0. Then

t\ tl t\ tl 4 4, 4 4. Denoting t2 tj, P t\, t4 4, t5 f|
we get 4 -2t2, 4 -2t\ 4 ~2t\ fl ~2t5 f™ (30). From (43) with
a 4, b 3, c 1, d 2, P^t1 P53t5. Then from (41) with b 3 we get
P32t2 Put4, and so P2it2 P^t4 Ps^t5. Similar arguments show that Pabta

does not depend on a ^ b. In particular, P^t5 — P^t4 P^t5 — PA2t4 0 and so
t4 t5 0 since P34^25 - ^24^35 £ 0. Similarly, t2 t3 0, that is, T 0, and

it remains to apply Lemma 3.

Finally, assume that all the minors Pcb Pda — Pea Pdb vanish. It is easy to see that
PcbPda 0 for all {a, b, c, d) {2, 3, 4, 5}, and so the matrix Pab is of one of the

following forms, up to relabelling the subscripts:

0 P23 P24 0

-P23 0 P34 0

-P24 -P34 0 0

\0 0 0 0

and at least one of the Pab's is nonzero.

0

-P23
-Pu
-P25

P23

0

0

0

^24
0

0

0

^25

0

0

0
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Lemma 6. If the matrix P has the form (441), then at most one of the Pia, a > 2

can be nonzero.

Proof. Taking a 2 in (39) we obtain

- icdc) P2cP2b, {b,c,d} {3,4,5}. (45)

First assume none of P23, P24, P25 vanishes.

Thenwe get K2c—Kdc &2b—kdb foranytriple {b, c, d) {3, 4, 5}. Introduce the

numbers V3, V4, V5 by Vd K2C — Kdc, c ^2,d. We have Kdc K2c — Vd &2d — vc

and so K2C + vc,c ^2 does not depend on c. Denote § K2C + vc. Then

K2c C-Vc, Kdc £, -Vc ~Vd, C,d^2,C^d. (46)

Then by (15), C £, k2t k12 + 3£ - £, vf and for a £ 2, C £, kai

«la + 3§ — 2va — Ylf vf ¦ It follows that k\a kn + 2va, and so by (15), C

J2i hi 4/ci2 + 3J2fvf- Then

^12 § - I]/ V/, Kia =§ - J]y V/ +2va, fl/2.
Substituting this and (46, 44i) to (35, 36) we obtain 2P%a + 4§2 - 4§ J]y^ v/ +
2 £/ y2 + 2vfl2 4£2 - 4§ E/ v/ + 4 £/ v2 H, and so

On the other hand, (45, 46) imply

PicPib, {d,b,c} {3,4,5}.

It follows that P2fl (^)2 + (^)2 and so (^)2 + (^)2 1. Smce the

left hand side must be greater than or equal to 2, we come to the contradiction.
So at least one of P23, P24, P25 vanishes, and the claim follows from (45).

Lemma 7. If the matrix P has the form (442), then either the sectional curvature is

constant, or at most one of the P2a, a > 2 is nonzero.

Proof. Assume that all three numbers P23, P24, P34 are nonzero (otherwise,
relabelling the subscripts we come to a subcase of (44i)).

The equation (43) with d 5 gives Pcb{tca ~ %c) 0, {a, b, c) {2, 3, 4}, and

so tca fh. Denote tc tca tch, {a, b, c} {2, 3, 4}

Taking d 5 in (40) we find t%t% 0. Therefore tbta 0 for all a, b ^ 5, and

so at least two of the three numbers t2, t3, t4 vanish. Let say t3 t4 0. Then also
t2 0 by (41) with a 2, b 3, c 4, d 5. Hence t2 t3 t4 0 for all a.
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The equation (40) with c,d ^ 5 gives k\2 K43 ku- Denote their common
value by k. From (35) and (36) with a 5 we get 3/c2 k25 + /c|5 + /c^. But
from (15) C J2i Ku J2i K5î, hence 3/c K25 + K35 + K45. It follows that

/c25 K35 K45 k. Applying (15) again we find that K23 K24 K34. Denote
their common value by ic.

The equation (37) with a/5 now yields 2kk + k2 + kk^ + (t^)2 H. It
follows that ±t% ±?| ±t\ and so f| f| 11 0 by (30). Thus T 0 and

the claim follows from Lemma 3.

As Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 show, it remains to consider the case when only one
of the Pab's is nonzero. After relabelling we can assume that P23 7^ 0, and all the

other Pab 's vanish.
The equation (39) with (b, c) (4, 5), (5, 4) yields

K34 K24, K35 K25, ^12 *13, (47)

the latter equation follows from (15): C J]; /C2j J]j K3i-

From (42) we get f2 t% 0 for all a, and from (40) with a 4, £> 5 and (47)

f5f4 0. Without loss of generality assume t% 0. Then (21) with i 1, j 2,

k 3, / 4 takes the form

4 4 4 5
4) 0.

But tl -f| by (30), so (47) implies f34 t\.
From the equations (36) with a 2 and (38) with a 2, b 3 we find

K?2 + K223 + 4l + 4 + 2^223 E; «2ÎK3Î + ^3 " 2P223 + (%4)2 H,

and so 4P|3 (f|)2 by (47). Then 2PI3 ±t* and we can take the minus sign on
the right hand side replacing the vector e\ by —e\, if necessary. It now follows from
(30) that the only nonzero entries of the matrices P and T can be

4 4 ix, 4 -2ß, 4=v, 4 -v, P23=ß^0. (48)

Then from (35), (36) with a 4, and (37) with a 4 we get

K;n+lcn+lcU + lc15 K:l4 + K24 + K34 + K45 K12K24 + ^13^34 + ^14 + ^15^45 H,

so the vectors (/C12, /en, /ci4, /C15) and (/C24, K34, /cm, K45) are equal. Combining this
with (47) we find:

K12 K13 K24 K34, ^35=^25, ^15=^45- (49)

Nowfrom(15), C J2i K4i J2i K5i, which gives ku + 2k24 Ki5+2/C25, and

from (36) with a 4, a 5, H J2i K\ lit K\\ an(i so k\a + ^-k\a KJ5 + ^K\y
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Hence either ku Ki5, k24 k25 or k24 \ku + |/ci5, k2s \k\a + \k\$.
But the first case is not possible, since otherwise (37) with a 5 and (49) imply

Kn + Kh + Ku + Kh + 4(f54)2 H> and so f54 ° by (35). This contradicts to

/i/0 from (48). In the second case, we solve (15) getting

K12 *13 ^23 K24 ^34 a - y,

/Q5 K35 a — 3y, /eis /C45 a, /C14 a — 4y,

where C 4a — 6y.
Substituting (50) and (48) to (21) with f 1,7 2,)t 3,/ 5wefindv 3y.

From(50, 35,36)weget4cf2-12cfy + 18y2 Aa1-May + 12y2 + 2/x2 //, and

so yu. ±V3y. Replacing the vector 05 by —es, if necessary, we can take [i V3y.
Using (48) and the fact that R\abc \{t^ —^), which follows from the definition

of the t% 's we find that the nonzero components of the algebraic curvature tensor R

are those listed in (50) and

^1234 Y, Rl235 V3y, Rl324 -Y, Rl325

f— 1—
^1423 -2y, ^2425 v3y, Ä3435 -V3y.

It can be checked directly that the algebraic curvature tensor with components
given by (50, 51) satisfies the first two Ledger formulae (1).
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